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Some interesting quotes…

 “The more that you read, the more things you will know. The more 
that you learn, the more places you'll go.” 
Dr. Seuss, I Can Read With My Eyes Shut!

 “So please, oh please, we beg, we pray, go throw your TV set away, 
and in its place you can install, a lovely bookshelf on the wall.” 
Roald Dahl

 “The greatest gift is a passion for reading” 

Elizabeth Hardwick

 “Children are made readers on the laps of their parents”

Emilie Buchwald

http://www.goodreads.com/author/show/61105.Dr_Seuss
http://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/2333951
https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/4273.Roald_Dahl


Food for thought…

 What are your experiences of reading as a child?

 Did books play an important part in your 
childhood?

 Can you remember learning how to read?

 Can you remember your favourite book?

Please take a few minutes to share your 
experiences with someone sitting near you….



Reading has two components

Comprehension
• The process by which words, 

information and sentences  are 
interpreted and understood.

• The same applies to  both spoken 
and written understanding.

• Continues to develop throughout 
life!

Word Recognition
• Recognising words presented in 

and out of context.

• The ability to apply phonic rules -
blending phonemes to decode. 
The main approach for beginners 
in learning to decode ( sound out).



Ways to become a better reader…

Research has shown that children who read regularly 
at home believe they are ‘Good at Reading’, and are 
therefore keen to move their reading forward for 
their own enjoyment.
Encourage them to read every day ( 10 minutes a 
day), make this a REGULAR ROUTINE!
Remind them to‘ read on’ or ‘back’ to check word 
meanings.
Talk about words they do not understand, try to work 
out by the reading the whole sentence or paragraph, 
or look them up.
Support them in writing a comment in their home 
school reading record, noting what they have 
enjoyed, or any new words they may have 
encountered.



When reading…
Strategies that we must not forget!

• Looking at phonics- seeing what sounds they see and can blend

• Reading for meaning..(What would make sense ?)

• Whole word approach

• Skipping ahead

• Using picture clues

• Using known patterns of speech to predict what kind of word it might be 

• Chunking ( looking for known words within a word  eg: grandad  ran dad)  

• It is vital that we don’t forget that reading is ultimately about  
gathering information and  finding pleasure… an over emphasis on  
phonics can lead to stilted reading. 

• It is, as with everything in life, about moderation!



How to support your child at home..

• Quality time. Pick a good time to read with your child – a 
time that is right for both of you

• Make reading a natural part of daily life, like watching TV 
together or going for a walk

• Encourage your child, let them know you can see progress 
and that it pleases you

• Ask LOTS questions and make the reading more 
interactive rather than just barking words at the page

• Visit the library – it’s free! This should also provide the 
opportunity for your child to choose the book they want; 
learning to make choices is all part of becoming a reader, 
even if the choice is not to your taste!

• Use Bug Club regularly- ebooks will help to support reading 



The “Passionate Plea” bit!

If you only take 5 things from this meeting PLEASE take these:

1)Reading to them is as important as listening to them

2) Praise and encouragement work far more effectively than 
impatience

3) They will get there…it is not a competition

4) Share your excitement and successes in the diary… we do read 
them and value your role and contribution

5) Please, please try to make the time in your life for the love of 
reading to grow…it is a GIFT and it’s free



Any Questions ?

Thank you for coming!


